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About This Content

The Descenders Soundtrack features 30 high quality liquid drum and bass songs by 19 artists from the Liquicity label.

Track list:

Actraiser - Glow Worm

Dualistic - Station Six

Edlan - Dreamcatcher (feat. Ella)

Feint - For The Fire (instrumental)

Flite - Be Still

Flite - Colorless

Futuristik - Sun

Maduk - Believe (feat. Hebe Vrijhof)

Maduk - Ghost Assassin VIP (instrumental)
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Maduk - Kings & Queens

Maduk - Levitate

Modest Intentions - Youniverse

Monrroe - Dawning (instrumental)

Monrroe - A Place To Belong

Nelver - Save Yourself

Pola & Bryson - Paper Booklet

Priority One & Twothirds - City Needs Sleep (Fox Stevenson Remix)

Raise Spirit - Fallen Leaves

Rameses B - Memoirs (VIP)

Rameses B - Once Upon A Time

Rameses B - Stranded

Rameses B - We Are One (feat. Veela)

Seba - Lose Control

Shiny Radio - A Million Colours

T & Sugah - Descenders

T & Sugah - Green Valleys (feat. Ayve)

T & Sugah x Zazu - Lost On My Own

T & Sugah - Unreal (feat. Ayve)

Vandera - Red Ink

Woody - Bandit
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Title: Descenders Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Racing, Sports
Developer:
RageSquid
Franchise:
No More Robots
Release Date: 7 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Any

Processor: Any

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Any

Storage: 2500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires an audio player able to play .wav files.

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese
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If you already own Warbirds Dogfights and have used that games 30 days this game will not give you the free month. Warbirds
means all the WB Titles i guess. Otherwise its a good flight sim with dated terrain graphics. Its biggest problem is the small
number of players, Most of the time i played Dogfights there were less than 10 people in the main arena and 3 or less in the
other arenas, This game needs more players badly.. Stunning visuals and clever mechanics. A logic puzzle in a format wholly
original. Brilliant.. This was a great game. Better than the first one. If you like the Layton series, you will definitely enjoy this
one. The story was legitimately compelling, and even had a few comical moments thrown in. While the puzzles aren't as hard to
solve as in the Prof. Layton games, they are still enjoyable. This is also a great buy if you are running a netbook or low-end pc.
Do yourself a favor and pick it up!. Awesome game! I can read japanese in some certain level, but still feel painful to fully
understand this story. PLS TRANSLATE INTO CHINESE OR ENGLISH!. the game title says it all.... Very clunky or more
specifically the controls are annoying and it's very easy to get stuck on walls. It feels like
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665hotline miami.. Nice graphics and fun gameplay. Recommended. \ud83d\udc4d
Looking forward to seeing the updates.. Not worth it. The game is 6 years old now, and neither basic features nor AI politics
works for 5 cents worth. Mods can make the game decent, but the inherent flaws tend to overwhelm even the best mods over
time, and CA doesn't deserve money for a game that's at best only playable thanks to the modding community, owing to their
refusal to actually fix their own product.

The prime example of broken game mechanics, fleet battles:
Fleet battles is by far the most obvious example of plain broken game mechanics. Your ships will generally ram enemy ships
alright... once. Then they have a tendency to either get stuck on the spot, or forever row backwards when you tell them to ram
again. You also have to tell your ships manually to repeat the ramming if one ramming wasn't enough to sink the ship, because
apparently CA thinks that's funny or something?

What's even worse regarding fleet battles is that when two or more ships board one enemy ship and the enemy ships is sunk
(either by ramming or by the boarding action being successful, because CA was actually so lazy that they decided that a
successful boarding should end in the ship somehow sinking, and the boarding parties somehow miraculously all making it back
to their ships in time... instead of just letting you capture it, presumably because that would make too much sense), the two
boarding ships will be permanently stuck in the boarding phase for the rest of the match, and will also be invulnerable to
ramming or boarding themselves. This often results in you destroying every single enemy ship but the odd two that at one point
managed to board one of your ships, and thanks to CA logic striking again, you will then go on to lose the battle when the timer
runs down and you've been unable to destroy the two invulnerable bugged ships. It makes no difference how many ships you
have left at the end of the battle versus the two enemy ships, you'll still lose even if you'd had 1000 ships against the two
remaining enemy ships when the time has run out.

The prime example of AI politics would presumably be the wars:
The AI gives no craps about limiting itself to wars that actually make sense for their nations. The moment a country gets
embroiled in a few too many wars (hint, the AI does this all the time. It seems near incapable of making peace if one side hasn't
been entirely defeated), AI nations from across the map will start piling in and taking a chunk, wildly criss crossing the Med, by
far overstretching themselves. The result is inevitably that the map looks more confusing than the borders of the Holy Roman
Empire.

One should also take extreme care to never ally with AI nations. If you get into a war, they will invariably force you to make a
mad dash for any region you want to seize if you want it intact, because as mentioned above, the AI will send 20 unit death
stacks they should by no means be able to afford all over the map, and claim individual settlements for themselves. Wanna
conquer Dacia? Sorry, that one tiny British tribe you decided to spare and keep around as a satrap raced across the map and
somehow seized the capital, and just generally destroyed your realistic strategic plans and enjoyment.

What's even worse is if you lose one of your own settlements, because your AI allies will all too happily kick out the invaders...
and keep the settlement for themselves. Even if you'd play as the Roman Empire, you'd be liable to losing the city of Rome
itself like this to a random AI ally that stationed one of its armies in Italy and was ready when you for some reason briefly lost
the capital. There is no diplomatic option for demanding, requesting or even paying for the return of the settlement, so either
you'll just accept that it's forever gone, or go to war against your ally, with all the other AI nations thinking you the aggressor for
doing so. This also applies to cases of "undeclared invasions", whereby the AI occassionally sends an army into your territories
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without permission, ruining local food production, tax collection, etc., but because they didn't declare war and haven't actually
attacked you, the AI community will think it's all entirely kosher. Attack the nation that invaded you and you'll be branded the
aggressor.

This game was released 6 years ago. And despite such absurd, joy ruining factors, CA has consistently just straight up ignored
them, in favour of pumping out yet more DLCs.. This train is not very good, Sounds are so bad that they could just have left it
without sound. Model is not very good at all.. i love the horn on this DRGW SD50, i've operated the SD50 on an intermodal
train for CSX, im operating a DRGW inspection train on the BNSF racetrack.
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Das ist einer der besten Panzer spiele die es gibt. Das Spiel habe ich sogar schon auf der Xbox gespiielt aber auf dem Pc ist es
am besten wegen der Graphik.. Although a bit short, this story carry the sense of adventure and leadership that i love in a game.
6\/10. I enjoy part 1 and 2 of this game. When will part 3 and 4 be out?. It looked interesting, but i got bored after 50 minutes,
there was nothing to hook me up.
Also, requirement for separate network access and processing of personal data, seem little shady for single player game.. Things
I like:

 Each world (I've gotten up to world 4, has more levels than you need to finish to progress. Some are more complex than
others. Means when I'm stumped by a level, I can go try another. Then when I've past that world, I can come back alter
to complete more levels to unlock the bonus stages for that world. The game gives me options and I like that.

 Each world adds another operator, which increases the possibility space of the puzzles. Lends the game a nice curve.

 Good, chill music.. Fantastic, classic beat 'em up. Love the art style. Really dig the vibe and ambiance too.

Played 3 stages so far. Mechanically no issues. Each stage was kept fresh to avoid the monotony plagued by the bad titles
in the genre.

For the negative:
 1) Overall player movement could be sped up a little. Hard to pull off the dash, especially using a stick on a xbox pad.
Little stiff - more fluidity would be nice and hopefully addressed in an update.
2) Can get a little too reliant on crowd control button to avoid getting pummeled by a group of thugs at times. If #1 is
addressed somehow, it would help this issue as well maybe.

I miss games like this. Pick it up if you're a fan of any of the other great side scrolling beat 'em ups to come out in the
last decade like:

Double Dragon Neon (really, really good)
Castle Crashers
Fight 'n Rage
Foul Play
Mother Russia Bleeds
Scott Pilgrim
Streets of Rage Remake (indie)
TMNT: Turtles Time Reshelled
Zombie Vikings
etc.. This is a simple game that is easy and fun to play. It's a turn based RPG\/Rogue-like with minimal everything that's
actually fun and not to difficult in any way\/shape\/form. This is the kind of game you play to kill time without having to
invest too much thought. My ONLY two complaints are no achievements and no trading cards. That aside I do think the
game is worth it since it's less than $5!. PROS:
+ 8 game modes
+ cool aesthetic
+ challenging gameplay
+ nice soundtrack
+ local co-op up to 4 players

CONS:
- overall jagged movement
- analog stick controls are really bad
- no online co-op
- music gets tedious after a while (only 5 songs, 1 for each mode)

Comment:
The aesthetic is really nice. Some would say it is too simple but I like it. Each obstacle is unique visually which
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adds to the experience. The music is great but with a game where you repeat the level over and over it got
annoying after a while. In fact my own performance in levels increased when I turned it off and just played
random music or a podcast. There is gamepad support but apparently not for all gamepads. However this
matters little when you realize that analog sticks are worse for moving around than arrow keys or D-pad. This
means you really do not get extra precision with a gamepad so you do not miss out when using just a
keyboard\/mouse. Originally I planned a positive review because I had fun. But my opinion got increasingly
negative the more I played. I don't mind the difficulty but the seemingly unfairness of the controls. The
movement isn't smooth. This makes it very frustrating when you react in time and correctly for an obstacle but
you are at a bad angle and the movement simply does not let you get into the right position. The
casual\/standard modes don't really have this problem but later on when you NEED precision it is hard to
achieve. Even when adjusting the input sensitivity it still did not help. If you turn it down it is better for
precision but you fail at faster turns\/obstacles. Raising it helps with fast movement but kills your precision. So
you are probably stuck with the (default) middle ground anyway. This could be a cool difficult game but the
lack of tweaking hurts it a lot. It is actually a port from mobile so it explains some things but doesn't excuse it.
If you just go for Voyage, Looper and some of the endless modes you can overlook the flaws and I recommend it
for you. But if you plan to finish all the modes, like me, be prepared for a lot of frustration. As such I end up
giving the game a slight thumbs down just because good controls are vital in a game like this.

*Note: The local-only co-op can be circumvented by Parsec, a 3rd-party tool that streams the screen and control
inputs are distributed online.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this review you can find more on the Curator page or in my Review Corner.. + graphics
+ music

- easy
- bugs in lvl 12
- achievements not works
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